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In this paper we study localization for ergodic families of discrete Schro dinger
operators. We prove that instability of pure point spectrum implies absence of
uniform localization.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let us recall the mathematical definition of Anderson localization. The
operator H exhibits localization if it has pure point spectrum and there
exists a constant #>0 such that for any eigenfunction .n one can find a
constant C(n)>0 and a site mn # Zd (center of localization) so that |.n(k)|
C(n) e&# |mn&k| for any k # Zd. At the same time the physical understanding
of localization is what is often called a dynamical localizationa non-
spread of initially localized wave-packets, which can be expressed by, e.g.,
sup
t
|e&itH(n, l)|C (l) e&#~ |n&l| . (1.1)
While physical localization implies mathematical localization [14, 2]
the converse is not necessarily true [4]. Localization may not have any
physical meaning if there is no control on the dependence of C on n (or,
equivalently, on the eigenenergy En). In particular, if the C(m)’s are
allowed to grow arbitrarily fast with m, then eigenvectors may be
‘‘extended’’ over arbitrarily large length-scales and one cannot effectively
define the localization length corresponding to a typical size of the ‘‘essential
support’’ of the eigenfunction. Thus one must either establish physical
localization directly as was done for the Anderson model in [1, 6] (and, in
somewhat restricted form, [15]) or find a stronger property of the eigen-
functions that would be possible to check along with the proof of localization
and would imply dynamical information. A natural choice for such
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stronger property is uniform localization, defined as localization with a
uniform bound on C(n): C(n)<c. This definition is good from the dynamical
point of view: it is equivalent to the uniform dynamical localization [4],
that is, supt |e&iHt(n, k)|<Ce&#~ |n&k|.
In this paper we study uniform localization for general ergodic families
of discrete Schro dinger operators on l2(Zd).
Our general setup is the following: Let 0 be a complete metric space and
+ a finite Borel measure with +(O)>0 for any open set O. Let T=(T1 , ..., Td)
be an ergodic action of Zd on 0 with +-preserving homeomorphisms, which
defines a dynamical system (0, +, T ). We define an ergodic family of
Schro dinger operators on l2(Zd) by
H|=&2+V| with V|(n)=V(T n|), n # Zd, | # 0, (1.2)
where V : 0  R is a measurable function.
Let us denote by CV /0 the set of all points of continuity of V. Let
C=n # Zd T nCV . One may consider H| as undefined for |  C.
This setting includes, of course, any Anderson model ((1.2) with V|(n)
being i.i.d.r.v., | # RZd playing the role of random parameter) as well as
quasiperiodic operators ((1.2) with T being an ergodic shift of the torus
0=Tork.)
It is a general consequence of ergodicity (see, e.g., [2]) that many
spectral properties of operators (1.2) should hold a.e. with respect to +. In
particular H| has a pure point spectrum either a.e. on 0 or only on a set
of measure zero [14]. Nevertheless, if H| has pure point spectrum for a.e.
| # 0, this need not be true for every | # 0 even for strictly ergodic
dynamical systems. If by any chance this is true, that is, H| has a pure
point spectrum for every | # C, we say that the family (1.2) has a phase-stable
pure-point spectrum. However, most known models are not phase-stable,
which should not be surprising, especially after a recent discovery of
generic singular-continuous spectrum in different settings where the spectrum
is pure point a.e. with respect to some natural measure [18, 5, 10, 7, 13,
19]. As such no Anderson model has a phase-stable pure-point spectrum,
since 0=RZd contains periodic sequences | making the spectrum of
corresponding H| absolutely continuous. The absence of phase-stability of
pure point spectra for all even quasiperiodic potentials was proven in [13].
There is a notable exception, though: the Maryland modeloperator
(1.2) with 0=S1 and V|(n)=*tg(|+2?n:), where : is a diophantine
irrational. For every | # 0"[?2+Z+:Z] (that is | # C in the notations
above) and any *{0 the operator H| has pure point spectrum [8, 9, 16].
The same holds true for similar (even d-dimensional) models. Another
interesting property of the Maryland model is that it has uniform localiza-
tion for the energies in any interval: for every interval 2/R there exist
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c(2) so that C(n)<c for En # 2 [17]. We will call such property local
uniform localization. One can also introduce a weaker definition by fixing
an interval:
Definition. Operator H has ULE in 2 (uniform localization of eigen-
functions in 2) if it has pure point spectrum in 2 and there exist constants
#>0 and c< such that for any eigenfunction .n with the eigenvalue
En # 2 one can find a site mn # Zd so that |.n(k)|ce&# |mn&k| for any
k # Zd.
We will sometimes write (#, c)-ULE, referring to ULE with specified
constants # and c.
It is intuitively clear that one should not expect uniform localization
(even in a fixed interval) for the Anderson model as one can imagine
arbitrary wide barriers preventing any particular length-scale from being
universal. At the same time it was believed by many, including the author
of this paper, that for the deterministic (e.g., quasiperiodic) potentials
localization should be uniform, as for the Maryland model. In this paper
we prove the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let H| be given by (1.2) with V continuous almost
everywhere on 0. Suppose there is a dense set of | # C: H| has no point
spectrum in an interval 2. Then for a.e. | # 0 there is no uniform localization
in 2.
This shows that uniform localization (even in its weakest form) is strong
enough to imply the phase-stability of a pure point spectrum, which, we
know, does not hold for many models; in particular, for Anderson models
or all even quasiperiodic potentials.
The intuition behind this theorem is that both continuous spectrum for
some phases (absence of phase-stability) and the absence of ULE are due
to resonances. While absence of ULE follows from the existence of
arbitrary long resonances, the singular continuous spectrum is, roughly,
implied by resonances long enough to involve every point n # Zd infinitely
many times. It is quite clear that the latter should yield the former. This
also explains the special standing of the Maryland-type models: since the
function V is monotone on the phase space, there are no resonances what-
soever, so these models enjoy both uniformity and phase-stability of pure
point spectra. Unfortunately our proof of Theorem 1.1 is quite soft and
does not utilize this intuition.
Though the proof is rather elementary we divide it into a nested series
of lemmas. We formulate the main lemmas relating uniformity and phase-
stability in Section 2. Sections 3, 4, and 5 are devoted to their proof.
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Remarks.
1. While the present paper contains a ‘‘negative result’’ showing that
in general there is no uniform estimate on localization, positive results do
exist. It is shown in [3, 4] that for the purpose of enabling a connection
between the spectral and dynamical statements a weaker definition (semi-
uniform localization), allowing the constant C(n) to grow almost exponentially
with respect to the center of localization m(n) also suffices. More importantly,
such a level of control of C(n) is achievable for the Anderson model [4]
and for the almost-Mathieu operator [11].
2. As we show that uniform localization should imply the phase-stability
of the point spectrum it is interesting to note that semi-uniform localization
implies certain semi-stability (zero-dimensionality of the spectral measure for
all values of the parameter as well as zero-dimensionality of the ‘‘no pure
point’’ set of parameters) in the rank-one perturbations setting [4]. It is also
accompanied by such semi-stability for the almost-Mathieu operator [12].
3. Our proof would have been substantially simpler if we required V
to be continuous or only discussed ULE without restricting it to the
interval. A much simpler argument for the absence of ULE is given in [4]
for continuous V, which is good enough to show no ULE for the Anderson
models or almost-Mathieu operator. At the same time we do not know of
any families (1.2) with continuous V having ULE, nor do we know of any
models at all having ULE (without restriction to the intervals as in the
Maryland model) though we believe the latter exist. Theorem 1.1 was
formulated in the way to accommodate the Maryland model, the basic
example which shows that models with ULE do exist, so Theorem 1.1
needs the conditions we imposed.
4. If T is a minimal action (e.g., quasiperiodic) then, of course, it is
enough to require: _ an | # C: H| has no point spectrum and the conclusion
of the Theorem will hold for every | # C.
We will use A for the closure of the set A/0 and Ac for its complement
0"A. For A, B/0 we will say that A is closed in B if A & B is closed in
the relative topology on B, or equivalently, A & B=A & B & B. We will
similarly use the expressions ‘‘A is an F_ in B’’ and ‘‘A is of first (second)
category in B.’’ Recall that the set A/0 is said to be of first Baire category
if it is a countable union of nowhere dense sets, and of second category if
it is not.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In [18] the following notion of regularity was introduced: a metric space
0 of self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space, H, is regular if 0
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is complete and the convergence Hn  H in metric topology implies the
convergence in strong resolvent sense.
Regular spaces of operators form a natural setup for making categorial
conclusions [18, 19]. The family of operators we are dealing with in this
paper is equipped with a measure + supported on all of 0, which prompts
us to introduce the following:
Definition. A measure space (0, +) of self-adjoint operators on a
separable Hilbert space, H, is +-regular if 0 is a complete metric space, +
is supported on all of 0 and there exists a subset C/0 of full +-measure
such that convergence Hn  H in a metric topology with Hn , n=1, ...,
H # C implies convergence in the strong resolvent sense.
Obviously, if +(C cV)=0, the space (0, +) of operators given by (1.2) is
+-regular with C=n # Zd TnCV .
Without loss of generality we can consider $ to be an open interval
2=(a, b).
Let us denote A=[| # 0 | H| has no point spectrum in 2]. By our
assumption A is a dense set.
Let $0 # l2(Zd) be given by $0(n)=$0n , n # Zd. By the local Wiener’s
Theorem [19],
A/{| # 0 } limk  
1
k |2 }Im \$0 , \H|&x&
i
k+
&1
$0+}
2
dx=0=.
Denote
Fk(|)=
2
?k |2 }Im \$0 , \H|&x&
i
k+
&1
$0+}
2
dx. (2.1)
For every | # C, Fk is continuous at | and
lim
k  
Fk(|)= :
x # 2
($0 , .|x )
4+ 12(($0 , .
|
a )
4+($0 , .|b )
4)
= :
x # 2
(.|x (0))
4+ 12((.
|
a (0))
4+(.|b (0))
4),
where .|x is a normalized eigenfunction of H| with eigenvalue x # R.
Let us introduce the following notations:
B$ ={| : :x # 2 (.
|(0))4+ 12 ((.
|
a (0))
4+(.|b (0))
4)<$= (2.2)
A= {| : :x # 2 (.
|
x (0))
2>== . (2.3)
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be based on the following three lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the operator H| has (#, c)-ULE in 2, and | # A= .
Then there exists $0(c, #, d, =)>0 such that |  B$ for $<$0(c, #, d, =).
Remark. Although Lemma 2.1 is formulated in terms of H| , it is an
individual statement, good for any self-adjoint operator on l2(Zd), and
having nothing to do with topological or measure space structure.
Lemma 2.1 will be proved in Section 3.
Lemma 2.2. Let B$ be defined by (2.2) for a +-regular measure space of
operators H| ; | # 0, and an interval 2/R. Suppose for a dense set of | # C
operator H| has no point spectrum in 2, where C/0 is a set from the
definition of +-regularity. Then for every $>0 we have B$ #B$$ & C where
B$$ /0 is a dense open set.
Remark. This lemma is a soft statement concerning topological proper-
ties of +-regular spaces only. It will be proved in Section 5.
Lemma 2.3. Let A= be defined by (2.3) for a family of operators H| as
in Theorem 1.1 and an interval 2/R with N(2)>0, where N(x) is the
integrated density of states of the family (1.2). Suppose H| has pure point
spectrum in 2 for a.e. | # 0. Then there exists =>0 and a nonempty open set
A$= /0 such that +(A$="A=)=0.
Remark. This lemma requires ergodicity in addition to +-regularity. It
is true for more general classes of operators: whenever the relation (4.1) for
the integrated density of states is valid. It will be proved in Section 5.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If N(2)=0 there is no localization in 2 for a.e.
| # 0 so we assume N(2)>0. Fix #, c>0, and pick = from Lemma 2.3 and
$<$0(c, #, d, =). Then, by Lemma 2.2, A$= & B$$ is a nonempty open, thus
positive measure, set, so +(A= & B$$ & C)>0. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 for
| # A= & B$$ & C there is no (#, c)-ULE in 2. By the translation invariance
of ULE and ergodicity we obtain that there is no (#, c)-ULE in 2 for a.e.
| # 0. Since # and c were arbitrary this proves the theorem. K
3. UNIFORMITY AND NORMALIZATION: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1
Suppose | # B$ & A= . Then we have
:
En # 2
|.|n (0)|
2>= (3.1)
:
En # 2
|.|n (0)|
4<2_. (3.2)
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose there is (#, c)-ULE in 2 for a selfadjoint operator
H on l2(Zd). Then one can label the eigenfunctions .n of H with eigenvalues
En # 2 so that |.n(0)|ce&#cd n
1d for n>n(c, #, d ) for some cd>0 and
n(c, #, d )<.
Remark. This lemma is a particular case of Theorem 7.1 [4] and so is
the proof which we present here only to make our argument self-contained.
Proof. We have that for every .n with En # 2 there exists a center of
localization mn # Zd so that
|.n(m)|ce&# |m&mn|.
Then we obtain that there exists R(c, #, d )< such that
:
|m&mn|<R(c, #, d )
(.n(m))2> 12
for any n with En # 2.
Thus for R>R(c, #, d )
1
2 *[n : |mn |<R ; En # 2]< :
|m|<2R
:
|mn|<R ; En # 2
(.n(m))2<(4R+1)d.
So *[n : |mn |<R ; En # 2]<2(4R+1)d wherever R>R(c, #, d ) and if
we reorder the eigenfunctions so that |mn | is increasing we can find
cd>0, n(c, #, d )< so that |mn |>cdn1d thus |.n(0)|ce&#c d n
1d
for
n>n(c, #, d ). K
Proof of Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 3.1 we obtain that there exists N(c, #, d )
such that
:
n<N(c, #, d ) ; En # 2
(.|n (0))
2>
=
2
.
And we have, using (3.1),
:
En # 2
|.|n (0)|
4 :
n<N(c, #, d ) ; En # 2
|.|n (0)|
4
(N(c, #, d ))&1 } \ :n<N(c, #, d ) ; En # 2 |.
|
n (0)|
2+
2
>
=2
4N(c, #, d )
.
So, by (3.2) |  B$ for $<=28N(c, #, d ). K
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4. ERGODICITY: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3
Let +|0 be the spectral measure of vector $0 and operator H| . Let
0#D2=[| : +|0 (2)=0].
Lemma 4.1. For any open interval 2 the set D2 is closed in C.
Remark. This is a variant of Lemma 2.6 in [18].
Proof. We have to prove that D2 & C=D2 & C & C. Take any sequence
|n  |, +|n0 (2)=0, |n , | # C. Then by +-regularity of our family, H|n  H|
in strong resolvent sense. Take g(x)=dist(x, R"2)a continuous function
of compact support. Then +|0 (2)=0 if and only if (g(H
|) $0 , $0)=0 and
(g(H|) $0 , $0)=limn  (g(H|n) $0 , $0)=limn   +| n0 (2)=0. K
We will use the following representation for the integrated density of
states of the family (1.2): for any Borel set X/R
N(X)=|
0
+|0 (X) d+(|). (4.1)
Since N(2)>0 we can find an open interval 21 /2; dist(21 , 2)>0 with
N(21)>0. Then, by (4.1), +(Dc2 1)>0. Since, by Lemma 4.1, +(D
c
2 1)=
+((D21 & C)
c)=+(D21 & C )
c we obtain that D=(D21 & C)
c is an open set
of positive measure. Let now f # C(R) be a function of compact support
such that f (x)1; f |21=1; f | 2c=0. Let us define the sequence of functions
fk : 0  R+ by fk(|)=?&1 R f (E) Im((H|&E&ik)
&1 $0 , $0) dE. By the
standard properties of Borel transforms, for every | # C the limit of fk(|)
as k   exists and +|0 (21)limk   fk(|)+
|
0 (2), so
[| : lim
k  
fk(|)=0]/D21 (4.2)
and for every =>0 we have
[| : +|0 (2)>=]#[| : lim
k  
fk(|)>=]. (4.3)
Lemma 4.2. There exists =>0 and an open set A$= /D such that
+(A$="[| : limk   fk(|)>=])=0.
Lemma 4.2 will be proved in the last section.
To finish the proof of Lemma 2.3 it suffices to notice that A=
[| : +|0, pp(2)>=] so A= /[| : +
|
0 (2)>=] and by assumption +([| : +
|
0 (2)>
=]"A=)=0. Thus, using (4.3) and Lemma 4.2, we obtain +(A$= "A=)+(A$="
[| : limk   fk (|) > =]) + +([|: limk   fk (|) > =]"[| : +|0 (2)>=]) +
+([| : +|0 (2)>=]"A=)=0.
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5. CATEGORIES: PROOF OF LEMMAS 2.3, 4.2
Proof of both lemmas is based on the following elementary
Lemma 5.1. Let Fk be a sequence of functions on a metric space 0. Let
Ck be the set of points of continuity of Fk and let C= & Ck . Then for every
$ # R
1. [| # 0 : limk   Fk(|)<$] is an F_ in C.
2. [| # 0 : lim k   Fk(|)>$] is an F_ in C.
Remark. This lemma is Lemma 4.1 of [19] generalized to the case of
not necessarily continuous functions.
Proof. Obviously, for any b # R the sets [| : Fk(|)b] and [| : Fk(|)
b] are closed in C, so [| : Fk(|)b] & C=[| : Fk(|)b] & C & C and
[| : Fk(|)b] & C=[| : Fk(|)b] & C & C. To prove 1 it suffices to
write
[| # 0 : limk   Fk(|)<$] & C
=.
m
.
n
,
k>n
[| : Fk(|)$&1m] & C
=.
m
.
n
,
k>n
[| : Fk(|)$&1m] & C & C.
2 is 1 multiplied by negative one. K
Let
B0 =[| # 0 : lim
k  
Fk(|)=0];
B$=[| # 0 : lim
k  
Fk(|)<$] and
B1$=[| # 0 : lim
k  
Fk(|)>$].
Lemma 5.2. Suppose, under the conditions of Lemma 5.1 that, also, 0 is
complete, F $ks are nonnegative and limk   Fk(|) exists for every | # C.
Then
1. If C is dense and the set B0 is dense in C then for every $>0 the
set B$ contains a dense open in C subset B$$ .
2. If +(Cc)=0 and for some open set D/0 the set B0 is of first
category in D, then there exists an open set A$/D and =>0 such that
+(A$"B1= )=0.
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Proof. 1. Any nonempty open set O # 0 can be represented as
O=(Cc & O) _ (B$ & C & O) _ (Bc0 & C & O). Since Ck is a G$ and C is
dense, we obtain that Cc= Ck is of first category. Further, by
Lemma 5.1, Bc0 & C=[| # C : lim Fk(|)>0] is an F_ in C. Since B0 is
dense in C and C is dense in 0 by assumption, Bc0 & C is of first category
too. Thus by the Baire Category Theorem B$ & C & O is of second
category and since, by Lemma 5.1, B$ & C=[| # C : lim Fk(|)<$] is an
F_ in C, it contains U & C for some open set U/O. Since O was an
arbitrary open set, statement 1 is proved.
2. We write D/m (B11m & C) _ B0 _ C
c. Then by Baire category
theorem B11m & C is of second category for some m<. Same as above,
by Lemma 5.1, B11m & C=[| # C : lim fk(|)>1m] is an F_ in C, so it
contains A$ & C for some nonempty open set A$/D. Then +(A$"B11m)=
+((A$ & C)"(B11m & C))=0. K
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We need only check that Lemma 5.2 is applicable
to the sequence Fk defined by (2.3). Indeed, the limit exists for any | # C
by Wiener’s Theorem; B0 is dense in C by assumption and C=n # Z T nCV
is dense, since every T nCV , being, by general principles, a G$ , and, by
assumption, a set of full +-measure, is a dense G$ . K
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Once again we need only show that Lemma 5.2 is
applicable to the sequence fk . Indeed, +(C c)=0 by assumption and we
showed that B0 /D21 /D21 & C _ C
c. Since C c is of first category we
obtain B0 is of first category in the nonempty open set D=(D21 & C )
c. K
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